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However, the quasi god list is changing and updating, some people are ranked first, and some people are
ranking down.

This shows that the dark web is updating the list in real time, not forgetting or deliberately not updating
it.

The world is a sensation again!

Obviously the list continues to be updated!

But why didn’t you see Levi Garrison’s name?

He should be number one on the gods list!
Why didn’t he make the list?

Thousands of people doubt…

Levi Garrison’s brothers and apprentices are even more upset…
I feel that the dark web is deliberately targeting Levi Garrison.

Invincible tomorrow, but can’t even enter the quasi god list.

Is this unclear bullying?

Soon more and more people joined the ranks of fighting the injustice for Levi Garrison!

One by one strongly requested to update the god list and put Levi Garrison in the first position of the
god list!

The authority of the dark web is no longer needed.

People’s eyes are sharp!

Everyone knows that Levi Garrison is the number one level in the gods list!

He is not number one on the gods list, can anyone be there?

Some people still clamored that if they were not convinced, the three of Dark Gods would come out and
fight Levi Garrison.

There is no response.

Everyone was yelling—the Dark God trio were scared. This clearly shows that Levi Garrison is the
number one!

Even the people in the Lab of the Gods joined the ranks.

I feel that Levi Garrison should be placed at the top of the god list…

Give a definite answer, they are easy to do…

Under the persecution of the whole world, the dark web finally issued a statement…

As soon as this statement was made, the whole world was shocked!

The dark web released a statement-the god list and quasi god list listed by the dark web in conjunction
with major organizations are fair and just, and there will be no mistakes!

No one who has the strength on the list will fall!

Anyone who is not strong will not be able to make the list!

There is no problem with the current ranking of the gods list and the quasi god list!

Exploded!

The whole world is blown up!

The dark web clearly stated that there is no problem with the ranking of the gods!

Dark God is the first!

The strong will not miss it?

The firmness of strength will not make it to the list?

What’s the meaning?

Levi Garrison is not on the list, doesn’t it mean that he is not on the list?

But how is this possible?

Levi Garrison personally defeated Chen Kong, but everyone saw it with their own eyes!

He is weak?

How can it be?

Can’t this strength be on the list?

Isn’t this an insult to the strong?

But the dark web clearly stated that there is no problem with the ranking of the gods, and the
implication is to say-Levi Garrison has no strength on the quasi gods list, and no strength on the gods
list!

What’s going on here?

Everyone can’t figure it out for a while!

Levi Garrison clearly defeated Chen Kong, but he was said to be on the list by the dark web?

Is this contradictory?

where is the problem?

How do they know that Levi Garrison’s name itself can be carved on the stone tablet, or on the back,
above the gods.

If he put his name on the list of gods, it would be a step backward.

He is actually the strongest ranking in the true sense.

They are already the highest, so what else?

It’s not that his name doesn’t appear on the list of gods, it’s because his name has long been on the
stone tablet, the highest position, and it can’t be changed anymore…

What’s more, the top three of the gods list are all Levi Garrison.

No matter how exclusive he is, he is always number one!

